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Summary
1. There is a growing number of empirical reports of environmental change simultaneously
inﬂuencing population dynamics, life history and quantitative characters. We do not have a well-
developedunderstandingoflinksbetweenthedynamicsofthesequantities.
2. Insight into the joint dynamics of populations, quantitative characters and life history can be
gained by deriving a model that allows the calculation of fundamental quantities that underpin
population ecology, evolutionary biology and life history. The parameterization and analysis of
such a model fora speciﬁcsystem canbe usedto predict how a population willrespond to environ-
mentalchange.
3. Age-stage-structured models can be constructed from character-demography associations that
describe age-speciﬁc relationships between the character and: (i) survival; (ii) fertility; (iii) onto-
genetic development of the character among survivors; and (iv) the distribution of reproductive
allocation.
4. These models can be used to calculate a wide range of useful biological quantities including
population growth and structure; terms in the Price equation including selection differentials;
estimates of biometric heritabilities; and life history descriptors including generation time. We
showcase the method through parameterization of a model using data from a well-studied popula-
tionofSoaysheepOvisaries.
5. Perturbation analysis is used to investigate how the quantities listed in summary point 4 change
aseachparameterineachcharacter-demographyfunctionisaltered.
6. A wide range of joint dynamics of life history, quantitative characters and population growth
can be generated in response to changes in different character-demography associations; we argue
this explains the diversity of observations on the consequences of environmental change from
studiesoffree-livingpopulations.
7. The approach we describe has the potential to explain within and between species patterns in
quantitativecharacters,life historyandpopulationdynamics.
Key-words: age-stage structure, integral projection models, ontogenetic development, reproduc-
tiveallocation,Soaysheep
Introduction
Life history descriptors such as generation time and mean
lifetime reproductive success, ecological variables including
population growth rate and structure, and evolutionary
quantities like heritability, selection differentials and pheno-
typic and genetic variances provide thefoundationsonwhich
population biology is built. A growing number of studies
report joint change in various pairs of these quantities when
populations experience environmental change (Hairston
et al. 2005). This begs the question, how are these quantities
related, and should we expect them to change simultaneously
when populations are perturbed? Theoretical and empirical
understanding of relationships between fundamental quanti-
ties underpinning population biology would greatly extend
our understanding of the dynamics of populations, life histo-
ries and quantitative characters. Such understanding could
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on within and between species patterns in ﬁtness-related
phenotypic characters and population dynamics. In this
paperweshow howa demographicmodelcanbederived and
parameterized in a way that allows many fundamental quan-
titiesinpopulationecology,evolutionarybiologyandlifehis-
tory theory to be calculated. Once such a model is
constructed associations between these fundamental quanti-
ties can be examined through analysis of the model. Using
data from a population of Soay sheep Ovis aries we demon-
strate the ease in which such a model can be constructed,
parameterizedandanalysed.
The ﬁelds of population ecology and evolutionary biology
often appear poorly integrated although both study different
aspects of the same distribution. Evolutionary questions are
usually couched in terms of understanding distributions of
quantitative characters and why means and variances of
these distributions change with time. In contrast, population
ecologists have traditionally been uninterested in the means
and variances of these distributions but instead focus on how
population size ﬂuctuates. For individual characters, like
bodymass,the total size (or weight)ofthecharacter distribu-
tion constructed from a population at a point in time is the
population size at that time. If the entire character distribu-
tion could be tracked the dynamics of the character and the
dynamics of population size could be jointly investigated
withinasinglemodel(Easterling,Ellner&Dixon2000).Such
a framework could also be used to gain insight into the
dynamics of life history variables (Caswell 2001). Being able
to simultaneously investigate the dynamics of populations,
phenotypic characters, estimates of their additive genetic
variances,andlifehistoryparameters,wouldprovideauseful
step in identifying linkages between population ecology, evo-
lutionarybiologyandlifehistorytheory.
Unfortunatelysimply trackingthe dynamics ofa character
distribution is not sufﬁcient to link the ﬁelds of population
ecology, life history and character evolution. This is because
researchers in the different ﬁelds are often interested in the
contribution of speciﬁc processes to observed patterns of
change. The processes that evolutionary biologists are inter-
ested in include selection, phenotypic plasticity, ontogenetic
development and maternal effects because these are the dom-
inant drivers in altering the means and variances of heritable
character distributions (Falconer 1960; Coulson & Tuljapur-
kar 2008). In contrast, population ecologists are interested in
factors like density-dependence and environmental variation
that often strongly inﬂuence birth and death rates, as these
determine whether the size of the distribution shrinks or
grows with time (Caswell 2001; Tuljapurkar 1990). Any
framework that explicitly permits linkages between evolu-
tionary biology and population ecology consequently needs
toincorporatethekeyprocessesthatinteresteachﬁeld.
Stage-andage-stagestructuredpopulationmodelsprovide
a powerful framework in which to investigate the dynamics
of deterministic (Lefkovitch 1965); stochastic (Tuljapurkar
1990); and density- and frequency dependent populations
(Caswell 2001). Structured models can also be used to
identify evolutionarily stable life history strategies within
the adaptive dynamics framework (Childs et al. 2003, 2004;
Metcalf et al.2008). A wide array ofmethodsexist toanalyse
structuredmodels(Caswell2001;Tuljapurkar1990;Coulson
et al. 2008). Despite the remarkable utility of structured
models, they have not previously been formulated in a man-
ner that permits the calculation of many key quantities in
evolutionary biology including selection differentials and
character heritability. In this paper we demonstrate that four
classes of fundamental relationship need to be characterized
and combined to allow the construction of structured models
from which it is straightforward to calculate: (i) the distribu-
tion of modelled characters; (ii) the covariance between par-
ent and offspring characters that is often interpreted as an
estimate of additive genetic variance; (iii) the biometric heri-
tability of the character (Jacquard 1983) calculated from the
parent-offspringphenotypiccovariance;(iv)termsintheage-
structured Price equation including selection differentials; (v)
the strength of selection on characters via lifetime reproduc-
tive success; and (vi) descriptors of the life history including
generation length. In addition, the structured models wecon-
struct can be analysed using existing methods in population
ecology and adaptive dynamics. Because a range of quanti-
ties of interest to population ecologists, life history theorists
and evolutionary ecologists can be calculated from a single
model we can analyse the model to gain insight into how the
differentquantitiesareassociated.Wedemonstratethisusing
body mass and life history data from a long-term, individual-
based study of Soay sheep (Clutton-Brock & Pemberton
2004). We demonstrate that the joint dynamics of quantita-
tive characters, life history descriptors and populations can
take a very wide variety of forms, and that predictions of the
population consequences of environmental change can only
be understood through investigation of the consequences of
perturbation to the four classes of character-demography
functionsdescribedabove.
Materialsandmethods
THEORY
Our aim in this section is to develop general theory linking integral
projection models (IPMs), the Price equation, generation length and
(biometric) heritability estimates (Jacquard 1983) from mother-
daughter regressions. In the derivations below we allow character-
demography functions to vary with time. In the empirical example
that follows we keep things deliberately simple and parameterize a
model for a constant environment. We work with number density
distributions that describe the number of individuals within an age
classwithrespecttocharactervalues.Theareaunderthisdistribution
isthenumber ofindividualswithin the ageclass. We refertothis area
as the ‘size’ of the distribution. The sum of the sizes of these distribu-
tionsacrossallageclassesisthepopulationsize.
Integralprojectionmodels
Age-stage-structured matrix models provide a general mathematical
description (based on accounting identities) of the dynamics of pop-
ulation size and structure (Lefkovitch 1965). Both age and stage
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acters like body size, stage classes are constructed by binning charac-
ters into discrete stage classes. If age-speciﬁc transition rates between
stages are known, the population growth rate and change in stage
structure over a time step is exactly described. These transition rates
are: (i) stage-speciﬁc survival; (ii) transition rates of survivors among
stageclasses;(iii)stage-speciﬁcfertilityrates;and(iv)thestageclasses
into which offspring born to parents in a speciﬁc age-stage-class are
recruited (deﬁned here as reproductive allocation). All of these rates
may vary withageaswellas stage,andinstochasticmodelsthey may
alsovarywithtime(Tuljapurkar1990;Ellner&Rees2006).
The IPMs are built on functions that describe the associations
between a character (or characters in the multivariate case) and sur-
vival,fertility, developmentofthe characteramong survivorsandthe
probability density distribution of offspring character values given
parentalcharacters(Easterlinget al.2000).Inpopulationswheredis-
persal rates can be ignored these are the four fundamental relation-
ships connecting characters to demographic rates; they can vary with
age and in variable environments with time (Ellner & Rees 2006).
Relationships between a character and immigration and emigrations
rates need to be considered in cases where dispersal rates cannot be
ignored.IPMsaremodelsthatdescribehownumber-densityisadded
to,removedfromandtransformedwithinauni-ormultivariatechar-
acternumberdensitydistribution.IPMscanaccommodatebothcon-
tinuous anddiscrete traits (Ellner & Rees 2006)andare consequently
mathematically more general than matrix models, although results
for IPMs carry over naturally to matrix models (Easterling et al.
2000; Ellner & Rees 2006). The use of discrete time requires that age
becountedindiscreteintervals.
Assume (1) that a population is sufﬁciently large so demographic
stochasticitycanbeignoredand (2) thatrelationships existbetween a
character z andsurvival S(a,t,z¢), fertilityR(a,t,z¢), ontogenetic devel-
opment of the character among survivors G(a,t,z | z¢), and offspring
character values D(a,t,z | z¢) within each age class a and at each time
t. Additionally, assume that viability selection occurs before ontoge-
netic development among survivors, and fertility selection (concep-
tion) occurs before reproductive allocation determines offspring
character values. Models could be formulated such that growth
occurs before survival, fertility, and reproductive allocation but such
models are not discussed further here. Denote the number density of
individuals atagea andcharacter valuen(a,t,z). The dynamics ofthis
numberdensitydistributionfromttot + 1canbewritten,
nð1;t þ 1;zÞ¼
X
a
Z
dz0Dða;t;zjz0ÞRða;t;z0Þnða;t;z0Þ; eqn 1a
nða þ 1;t þ 1;zÞ¼
Z
dz0Gða;t;zjz0ÞSða;t;z0Þnða;t;z0Þ;a   1
eqn 1b
~ nð1;t þ 1Þ¼ð~ Dða;tÞ ~ Rða;tÞÞ   ~ nð1;t þ 1Þ; eqn 1c
~ nða þ 1;t þ 1Þ¼ð~ Gða;tÞ~ Sða;tÞÞ   ~ nða;t þ 1Þ;a   1: eqn 1d
Deﬁnitions of variables are provided in Table 1. Recruitment, or
fertility, is deﬁned as the number of offspring born between t and
t + 1thatsurvivetot + 1.Eqn (1a)givesthenumberdensitydistri-
bution of character values among recruits to be added to the popula-
tion attime t + 1 as a function ofparental charactervalues attime t.
The number density distribution of offspring character values pro-
duced by each age-class is generated in two steps: a recruitment func-
tion R(a,t,z¢) produces a number density distribution of parental
charactervaluesthatisthentransformedintothenumberdensitydis-
tribution of offspring character values by the probability density
function D(a,t,z | z¢). The integral istaken over all parental character
values. Toobtain thepopulationlevelnumber densitydistributionof
newborns, we sum the age-speciﬁc number density distributions of
Table 1.Deﬁnitionofvariablesusedinthetext
Parameter Deﬁnition
a Age
t Time
z,z¢ Charactervalue
  x Thepopulationmeanofvariablex
r
2(x) Populationvarianceofx
D   ZðtÞ Changeincharactermeanbetweentandt+1:   Zðt þ 1Þ    ZðtÞ
Dr
2(Z(t)) Changeinthevarianceofthecharacterbetweentandt+1
w(t) Meanﬁtnessdeﬁnedasthesumofmeansurvivalandmeanrecruitment:   SðtÞþ   RðtÞ
k Predictedmeanﬁtnessatequilibriumpopulationstructure
p(a,t) Proportionofthepopulationinage-classaattimet
n(a,t,z),n(a,t) Continuous,discretedistributionofcharactervaluesinage-classaattimet
S(a,t,z),S(a,t) Continuousfunction,matrix,describingexpectedsurvival
R(a,t,z),R(a,t) Continuousfunction,matrix,describingexpectedrecruitment
G(a,t,z|z¢),G(a,t) Continuousfunction,matrix,describingontogeneticdevelopmentkernel
D(a,t,z|z¢),D(a,t) Continuousfunction,matrix,describingthereproductiveallocationkernel
C,W Ageingmatrices
z Vectorofmidpointcharactervaluesforeachage-characterclass
T Generationtime
h
2 Characterheritability
Va Additivegeneticvarianceofthecharacter
M(a,t + a ) 1,z| z¢) Densityofoffspringwithcharactervalueszproducedbyparentswithcharacter
valuez¢whentheywereaged1attimet
ML Lifetimereproductivesuccess
N(t) Femalepopulationsizeinyeart
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springnumberdensitydistribution,eachn(a,t,z¢)willproducethedis-
tribution n(a +1 , t +1 , z). Eqn (1b) describes how ﬁrst a survival
function S(a,t,z¢) removes number density from n(a,t,z¢) before a
probability density function G(a,t,z | z¢) describes how ontogenetic
developmenttransformsdensityamongsurvivors.
Eqns (1a) and (1b) describe the dynamics of a continuous charac-
ter, z. However, it is useful to approximate IPMs in discrete matrix
form to aid their analysis (Easterling et al. 2000). When approxi-
mated in this way we can write the kernels D(a,t,z | z¢)a n d
R(a,t,z | z¢) and the functions S(a,t,z¢) and R(a,t,z¢) as matrices (see
‘NumericalImplementation’below).Matricesaredenotedwithbold-
face font: for example G(a,t). Integral operators provide a powerful
notation that covers both kernels and their matrix approximations.
We denote integral operators using tildes, for example ~ Gða;tÞ.F o r
a continuous character the integral operator is a kernel; for a discrete
character the integral operator is a matrix. Eqn (1c) rewrites (1a) in
integral operator notation; eqn (1d) similarly rewrites (1b). These
integral operators are similar to those used in standard IPM theory
(Ellner & Rees 2006) but in our development it is vital to keep sepa-
rate the effects of survival (in ~ S), ontogenetic change (in ~ G), recruit-
ment (in ~ R) and reproductive allocation (in ~ D) as this allows
calculation of selection differentials and the biometric heritability of
the character. In Table 2 we describe key number density distribu-
tionsusingeachnotation.
The IPMs and their matrix approximations can be used to predict
population size and structure one time step ahead. IPMs also predict
change in means and variances of the character number density
distribution over a time step as a function of selection and other
processes captured by the age-structured Price equation (Coulson &
Tuljapurkar 2008). In stochastic environments the fundamental
functions used to construct IPMs vary with time, and the population
structure and population growth rate change from one time step to
the next. However, the population converges to a stationary number
density distribution of population structures and growth rates
(a stochastic equilibrium) (Tuljapurkar 1990). Means and variances
of the character number density distribution, as well as the popula-
tion growth rate and structure, converge to equilibrium values in
deterministic models, and to a stationary distribution in stochastic
models.
FromIPMstocharactersandPrice
The eqns (1a) and (1b) have been used to study population dynamics
and the evolution of optimal character values (Childs et al. 2003).
In this section we are interested in character dynamics rather than
population numbers, and we ﬁrst show that the same equations pro-
vide the tools for tracking moments of character number density dis-
tributions. The mean trait value   Zða;tÞ among individuals of age a at
timetisjust
  Zða;tÞ¼
R
dzznða;t;zÞ R
dznða;t;zÞ
; eqn 2
anequationthatapplies also if the characteris vector-valued – thatis
multivariate. The mth moment of the character value (if scalar, or of
acomponent,ifvector)is
  Zmða;tÞ¼
R
dzz m nða;t;zÞ R
dznða;t;zÞ
; eqn 3
andthevarianceisthen
r2ðZða;tÞÞ ¼   Z2ða;tÞ ð  Zða;tÞÞ
2:
If z1,z2 are the components of a vector valued phenotypic charac-
ter,wecantrackthephenotypiccovarianceviathejointmoments
  Z1   Z2ða;tÞ¼
R
dz1 dz2 z1 z2 nða;t;z1;z2Þ R
dz1 dz2 nða;t;z1;z2Þ
: eqn 4
From here on we focus on a scalar character but the analyses
extend to vector-valued characters along the lines of the above equa-
tion.
As with character values, we can compute the averages of survival
rates,
  Sða;tÞ¼
R
dzSða;t;zÞnða;t;zÞ R
dznða;t;zÞ
;
and similarly averages of ontogenetic change, fertility, and so on.
Even more usefully, we can compute covariances between ﬁtness
components and characters. Thus for survival rate and character
value,
CovðSZÞða;tÞ¼SZða;tÞ   Sða;tÞ   Zða;tÞ; eqn 5
Readers familiar with the analysis of selection on characters will
recognizethecovariancein(5)astheselectioncoefﬁcientonthechar-
acter due to differential survival among individuals aged a at time t.
Clearly, the dynamics in (1a) and (1b) make it possible to track selec-
tion acting via survival, growth, reproduction and so on. They are
therefore a direct link to the fundamental frameworks used to under-
stand the dynamics of phenotypic characters – the Price equation
Table 2.Descriptionofdistributionsandmomentsofdistributionsincontinuousanddiscretizedforms
# Continuous Discrete Description
i n(a,t,z) n(t) Characterdistributionatt
ii S(a,t,z)n(a,t,z) S(t)n(t) Characterdistributionafterviabilityselection
iii R(a,t,z)n(a,t,z) R(t)n(t) Characterdistributionafterfertilityselection
iv  dz¢G(t,a,z¢)S(t,a,z¢)n(a,t,z¢) G(t)S(t)n(t) Characterdistributionafterontogeneticdevelopment
v  dz¢D(t,a,z|z¢)R(t,a,z¢)n(a,t,z¢) D(t)R(t)n(t) Characterdistributionafterreproductiveallocation
vi n(a,t +1 , z) n(t + 1) Characterdistributionatt +1
R
dzznða;t;zÞ R
dznða;t;zÞ
P
z nðtÞ P
nðtÞ Meanofthedistributionofz
R
dzz m nða;t;zÞ R
dznða;t;zÞ
P
zm nðtÞ P
nðtÞ mthmomentofthedistributionofz
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worksarebothformedintermsofselectiondifferentials.
The age-structured Price equation describes change in the popula-
tion level mean of a number density character distribution between
time t and t + 1 (Coulson & Tuljapurkar 2008). An equation for
change in the variance has also been derived (S. Tuljapurkar & T.
Coulson, unpublished). Terms in the Price equation describe how
survival, recruitment, ontogenetic development and reproductive
allocation alter the mean of number density distributions within and
between each age-class (Table 2). In addition to these contributions
we need two additional quantities to write a form of the age-struc-
tured Price equation (Coulson & Tuljapurkar 2008). First, the nor-
malizeddensityatcharactervaluezofindividualsatageaattimetis
pða;t;z0Þ¼
nða;t;z0Þ
P
a½
R
dznða;t;z0Þ 
;
andthefractionofindividualsatageaattimetis
pða;tÞ¼
Z
dzpða;t;z0Þ:
Second,thegrowthrateofthepopulationbetweentandt +1i s
wðtÞ¼
X
a
Z
dz0fRða;t;z0Þpða;t;z0Þg þ fSða;t;z0Þpða;t;z0Þg
  
:
eqn 6
In the following equations we denote means and variances of the
number density distributions across all ages as   Zi and r
2(Zi) for i ¼
i,…,iv(Table 2).Changeinthemean,D   ZðtÞ(Coulson&Tuljapurkar
2008), and change in the variance, Dr
2(Z(t)) (S. Tuljapurkar &
T. Coulson, unpublished), of the character number density distribu-
tioncanthenbewritten,
D  ZðtÞ¼
X
a
pðaÞ  Sða;tÞ
wðtÞ
ð  Z2ða;tÞ   Z1ða;tÞÞþð  Z4ða;tÞ   Z2ða;tÞÞ ½ 
þ
X
a
pðaÞ  Rða;tÞ
wðtÞ
ð  Z3ða;tÞ   Z1ða;tÞÞþð  Z5ða;tÞ   Z3ða;tÞÞ ½ 
þ
X x 1
a
ðDpða;tÞ  Z1ða;tÞÞ pðx;tÞ  Z1ða;tÞ
þ
X
a
pðaÞ  Rða;tÞ  Z1ða;tÞ
  wðtÞ
:
eqn 7
and
Dr2ðZðtÞÞ ¼
X
a
pðaÞ  Sða;tÞ
wðtÞ
 
ðr2ðZ2ða;tÞÞ r2ðZ1ða;tÞÞÞ
þðr2ðZ4ða;tÞÞ r2ðZ2ða;tÞÞÞ
 
þ
X
a
pðaÞ  Rða;tÞ
wðtÞ
 
ðr2ðZ3ða;tÞÞ r2ðZ1ða;tÞÞÞ
þðr2ðZ5ða;tÞÞ r2ðZ3ða;tÞÞÞ
 
þ
X
a
pðaÞ½  Zðaþ1;tþ1Þ   Zðtþ1Þ 
2
þ
P
apðaÞ  Rða;tÞ
wðtÞ
½  Zð1;tþ1jaÞ   ZðtÞ 
2
  
:
eqn 8
The terms in square brackets in the ﬁrst two rows of both equa-
tions describe differences in the mean (7) and variance (8) between
pairs of character number density distributions (Table 2). In both
cases the ﬁrst row describes contributions via survival and onto-
genetic development while the second row captures contributions via
recruitment and reproductive allocation. The remaining terms deal
with contributions to change via ﬂuctuations in the age-structure. In
what follows we focus on change in the mean (7), although the inter-
pretation is the same for the variance and for any higher central
momentofinterest.
The ﬁrst term on the right in the top row of (7) describes how via-
bility selection shifts the character mean; it is a viability selection
differential. The second term on the right of (7) in the top row
describes the average rate of ontogenetic development of the charac-
ter among survivors. In the second row of (7) the ﬁrst term in square
brackets is a fertility selection differential, while the second term
describes the average difference between offspring and parental
character values (reproductive allocation). The terms outside square
brackets in the ﬁrst two rows of (7) provide the demographic
weights needed to average the terms in square brackets across age-
classes. These ﬁrst two rows in (7) describe how within age-class
processes change the mean value of the character. The bottom row
describes how differences between age-classes alter the character
number density distribution. In (7) the ﬁrst term in the bottom row
on the right describes how differences in mean survival rates
between age-classes alters the character number density distribution,
while the second term describes how differences in reproductive
rates between age-classes contribute to change. These terms will be
non-zero in populations at equilibrium if there are survival and fer-
tility differences between age-classes that are independent of the
character.
Calculatinglifehistoryandquantitativegeneticquantities
Our model can also be used to calculate life history descriptors like
generation time and net reproductive rate, as well as an estimate of
the character heritability and selection on the character via lifetime
reproductive success. To calculate these quantities we ﬁrst show how
to track the performance of cohorts in terms of survivorship and fer-
tility.Weuseourintegraloperatornotation.
We track cohort dynamics by iterating eqn (1d). Between ages 1
and 2, changes in a cohort are described by the integral operator
~ Gð1;tÞ~ Sð1;tÞas in (1c) and (1d). Between ages 2 and 3, the corre-
sponding operator is ~ Gð2;t þ 1Þ~ Sð2;t þ 1Þ, and so on. String these
togethertoobtain
~ Lð1;tÞ¼~ I; eqn 9
~ Lða þ 1;t þ 1Þ¼f~ Gða;tÞ~ Sða;tÞg   ~ Lða;tÞ: eqn 10
~ I is the identity kernel (continuous formulation) or identity matrix
(discrete formulation), and ~ L is a kernel (continuous formulation) or
matrix(discreteformulation) describingsurvivorship.Inthecontinu-
ous notation of Easterling et al. (2000) the iteration in (10) is as
follows,
Lð1;t;zjz0Þ¼dðz   z0Þ eqn 11
Lðaþ1;tþ1;zjz0Þ¼
Z
dxGða;t;zjxÞSða;t;xÞLða;t;xjz0Þ; eqn 12
whered(z ) z¢) istheDiracdeltafunction.Indiscrete spacetheDirac
deltafunctionistheKroneckerdelta.
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produced at age a by a parent born at time t with a character value z¢
isdenotedM(a,t + a ) 1,z | z
¢)andisgivenby
~ Mða;t þ a   1Þ¼ ~ Dða;tÞ ~ Rða;tÞ ~ Lða;t þ a   1Þ: eqn 13
Toﬁndthelifetimereproduction ~ MLofaparentbornattimetwith
character value z¢, we add together offspring produced at all ages
throughsome(possiblylarge)maximumageA,
~ MLðtÞ¼
X A
a¼1
~ Mða;t þ a   1Þ: eqn 14
A cohort born at t with a character number density distribution
nða ¼ 1;t;zÞ¼~ nð1;tÞproduces at age a an offspring number
density distribution ~ Mða;t þ a   1Þ~ nð1;tÞ, and a lifetime offspring
distribution ~ ML~ nð1;tÞ.
We can use these equations to calculate a number of life history
quantities. Such calculations make sense in a constant, density-inde-
pendent environment, when rates are time-independent. In our
model, age-dependence complicates the known methods (Ellner &
Rees2006).WedeﬁnegenerationtimeTbyafrequentlyusedidentity
(Caswell 2001), which is tautological but may be useful. We calculate
generation time T by the identity R0 ¼ e
rT where r is the asymptotic
growth rate and R0 is the net reproductive rate. R0 is the dominant
eigenvalue of the operator ML in (14): recall that this operator
describes lifetime reproduction. The asymptotic growth rate
describes the growth rate when the population has a stationary age
and character density distribution. In the latter, denote the character
number density distribution of newborns (age class 1) by ~ uðzÞ; recall
the integral operators ~ Mða;t   a þ 1Þ in eqn (13) that describe the
numberdensityofoffspringofa cohortwhen that cohortreachesage
a.Inthestationary statetheseoperatorsdonot dependontime sowe
can write them simply as ~ MðaÞ.T h e nr is the solution to the integral
equation(U.Steiner,S.Tuljapurkar&T.Coulson,unpublished)
X
a
e ra ~ MðaÞ~ u ¼ ~ u: eqn 15
In practice no one is going to solve these integral equations.
Insteadweuseadiscretematrixapproximationandturntheintegrals
intosums,asweillustrateinthenextsection.
Wenow turn tothe breeder’sequation. The breeder’s equation has
been widely used to understand phenotypic change of heritable char-
acters (Bulmer 1980; Lande & Arnold 1983). Speciﬁcally it describes
the response to selection deﬁned as the per generation change in the
mean of the breeding value distribution. A breeding value of a
character describes the additive genetic worth of a parent for that
character.
The breeders equation, in the univariate form considered here,
contains two terms – a selection differential between the character
and lifetime reproductive success ( ~ ML)and a character heritability,
h
2. The heritability is the ratio of the additive genetic variance Va to
the phenotypic variance r
2(Z). Heritabilities and additive genetic
variances can be estimated in many ways. The classic biometric
approach we use here is through a regression of daughter character
values measured at age a against maternal character values also at
age a. Twice the slope of the regression line is the character heritabil-
ity(Falconer1960).Thisapproachisentirelystatistical;hencetheuse
of the term biometric heritability. As discussed by Jacquard (1983)
theconnectionbetweenthisbiometricheritabilityandanyunderlying
genetic variation is not simple, even though it is often assumed to be
so (see discussions in Willis, Coyne & Kirkpatrick 1991; Kruuk
2004).
To estimate the biometric heritability of body mass measured at
age 1, we need to consider parents born into different size classes and
trackthe number density distribution of the stage classes of offspring
borntotheseparentsateachageinthe lifecourse.Todothiswestart
with a cohort of newborns who progress through the life cycle to
become parents. This cohort of newborns is described by a number
density over character values, ~ nð1;tÞ¼nð1;t;zÞ, which we iterate
forwards to track the number density distribution of offspring pro-
duced. We consider all offspring produced over a lifetime. From
eqn (14)weseethatthejointnumberdensitydistributionofoffspring
character value x and parental character value y must be propor-
tionalto
~ MLðxjy;tÞnð1;t;yÞ:
In a one sex model, the regression of offspring trait value Z
o on
parentaltraitvalueZ
phasaslopethatequalshalftheheritability,
h2
2
¼
CovðZoZpÞ
VarZp : eqn 16
Fromthejointnumberdensitydistributionwehave
lp ¼
R
dyynð1;t;yÞ R
dynð1;t;yÞ
; eqn 17
lo ¼
R
dxdyxMLðxjy;tÞnð1;t;yÞ R
dxdyMLðxjy;tÞnð1;t;yÞ
; eqn 18
CovðZoZpÞ¼
R
dxdyðx   loÞðy   lpÞMLðxjy;tÞnð1;t;yÞ R
dxdyMLðxjy;tÞnð1;t;yÞ
; eqn 19
VarZp ¼
R
dyðy   lpÞ
2nð1;t;yÞ R
dynð1;t;yÞ
: eqn 20
The ﬁrst two equations above yield the mean character values of
parents and offspring, respectively. The third, eqn (19), is the impor-
tant new relationship here and shows that the character number
density distributions from the model can be used to compute the
parent-offspring covariance that is the key to determining biometric
heritability.Eqn (20)yields thevarianceamongparents.Wecannow
computehalftheheritabilityh
2usingeqn (16).
It is important to note that the value of h
2 does not depend on the
numberofparentsthat westartwithasnewborns,onlyontheirchar-
acter distribution [because the number cancels out of the ratio in
(16)]. Several aspects of biometric heritability can be explored using
our analysis. First, we can compare the equilibrium heritability
obtained by starting with a stable character density distribution of
newborns (i.e. ~ nð1;tÞ¼~ u)with time-dependent values for cohorts
who are observed over their reproductive lives. Such a comparison
will illuminate the effects of environmental change on life history
transitions. Second, we could compute age-dependent biometric her-
itabilities at each age a by repeating the covariance calculation in
eqn (19)but consideringonlyoffspringproducedatagea–wewi lldo
thisin future work.Thiswouldallowustoexamine theeffectsofage,
avariablethatisoftenfactoredoutoftheusualmodelsforestimating
heritabilitybytreatingageasacovariate.
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quantities can be calculated from IPMs. Implementation of the
model requires us to approximate the model in matrix form
(Easterling et al. 2000). In the next section we explain how this is
done.
Numericalimplementation
The continuous character-demography functions on which IPMs are
built are identiﬁed through statistical analyses (Easterling et al.
2000).Predictedvaluesfromthesecontinuousfunctionscanbecalcu-
lated for very small-widthdiscrete bins, andthese values used to con-
struct a high dimensional transition matrix. An IPM will only
accurately capture the dynamics of a population and a character
distribution if the statistical functions used to construct the model
accurately capture observation. As with any statistical analysis, the
identiﬁcation of accurate and appropriate functions requires good
data and biological knowledge of the system under study. Let us
assume that functions have been identiﬁed. How would our IPM
[(1a)and(1b)]lookinmatrixform?
To write our discretized age-stage IPM as one large matrix (Lebr-
eton 1996) requires a note on notation. The age-speciﬁc continuous
number density distributions nða;t;zÞ¼~ nða;tÞ are combined into
one vector n(t). The ith element of this vector represents the number
of individuals in age-class a and character class j.E a c hp o s s i b l ec h a r -
acter class is included within each age even if no individual of age a
can have that value. For example, it may be impossible for a new
recruit to have an average adult body mass. However, there is an ele-
ment in n(t) at this impossible character value but this element will
always be zero. If we have nine age-classes and 100 character classes
n(t) will consequently be of length 900, with elements 1–100 repre-
senting age class 1 (n(1,t)), elements 101–200 representing age class 2
(n(2,t))etc.
A set of square matrices is used to iterate n(t)t on(t + 1) with
matrix elements equal to predicted values of S(a,t,z), R(a,t,z) (both
diagonalmatrices), G(a,t,z | z¢)a n dD(a,t,z | z¢) calculated at the mid
point valueof each stage class. We also deﬁne a vector z consisting of
these mid-point values of each stage-class (Easterling et al. 2000). In
our age-character model z consists of the list of mid-point values for
phenotypic classes repeated by the number of age-classes. The vector
z is required to calculate quantities describing character dynamics
(Table 2).
Anage-structuredIPMisnowapproximatedinmatrixformas,
nðt þ 1Þ¼½ CDðtÞRðtÞþWGðtÞSðtÞ nðtÞ: eqn 21
Each of the matrices S(t), R(t), G(t), D(t), W and C are square
‘block’ matrices consisting of an array of age-speciﬁc matrices
deﬁned above. An age-speciﬁc sub-matrix of this large matrix is
described with indices (a,t). The S(t) and R(t) matrices are diagonal
describing survival and recruitment rates of individuals in each age-
character class – they are discretized versions of S(a,t,z¢)a n d
R(a,t,z¢). Each sub-matrix G(a,t) describes transition rates between
stage classes within an age-class among survivors, except it does not
yet age the survivors by 1 year (see below). Each sub-matrix D(a,t)
describes the transition rate from maternal stage to offspring stage,
except that it does not yet place offspring into the age-class of new
recruits. See the online appendix for a ﬁgure displaying the form of
thesematrices.
The matrices C and W describe age transitions. C moves offspring
out of the maternal age class into the new recruit class (aged 1) – the
top row of sub-matrices of C are all identity matrices while all other
sub-matrices contain only zeros. W acts in a similar manner to C but
agessurvivors.WandCaretime invariant.ThefunctionsD(a,t,z | z¢)
are approximated by CD(t), while the functions G(a,t,z | z¢)a r e
approximated by WG(t). We will report quantities at equilibrium, so
nowdroptheindext.
The dominant eigenvalue of (21), k, is the population growth rate
(Lebreton 1996), and the left and right eigenvectors associated with k
are respectively the reproductive value and stable age-character dis-
tribution. Our integral operator notation demonstrates it is straight-
forward to rewrite our equations for the age-structured Price
equation and the breeders equation in matrix form. Having calcu-
lated quantities in these equations we next explore how they are
related to one another. We ﬁrst construct a matrix and calculate key
quantities at equilibrium. Next, we independently perturb parameter
values inthecharacter-demography functionsandexaminehow each
perturbationalters each of the quantities. This is a form of sensitivity
analysis (Caswell 2001). We perturb function parameters rather than
speciﬁc matrix elements because we believe that environmental
variation and evolution will change these functions. We chose not to
centre functions prior to perturbation because most published
character-demographyfunctionsarenotcentred.
DATA
The population of Soay sheep Ovis aries living in the 250 ha Vil-
lage Bay catchment of the Island of Hirta in the St. Kilda archipel-
ago, Scotland, has been studied in detail since 1985 (Clutton-Brock
& Pemberton 2004). There are no sheep predators on the island,
and no interspeciﬁc competition for forage from other large herbi-
vores meaning the population is only food limited. Each spring
newborn individuals are caught and uniquely marked with ear tags
within hours of birth. Mortality tends to occur during the winter
months. Regular mortality searches during this period result in the
majority of carcasses being found, normally within a day of death.
Since 1986, each spring, summer and autumn, 10 censuses of the
population are attempted. Over 95% of individuals seen in these
censuses are identiﬁed – the unidentiﬁed individuals tend to be
transients seen on the edge of the study area (Coulson, Albon, Pil-
kington & Clutton-Brock 1999). The birth, death and census data
are used to provide a list of which individuals are living perma-
nently within the study population each August. The population
size in each year is consequently known accurately. The population
exhibits periodic crashes when up to 70% of the population can
die (Coulson et al. 2001). Maternity is inferred from observations
of birth or suckling. Each August a team catches as many individu-
als as possible – on average 50% of the resident population. Any
unmarked individuals that are caught are marked. Each time an
individual is caught blood samples, faecal samples and a range of
phenotypic data including body mass are collected. Observed body
mass means and variances both within and across age-classes are
given in Table 3.
We used data on life history and body masses collected from the
female component of the population between 1986 and 2008.
Although we focus on body mass, any morphological, physiological,
genetic or behavioural character could be used in our approach. We
considerfourage-classesidentiﬁedfrompreviousanalysesofsurvival
rates: lambs, yearlings, prime-aged adults aged 2–6 years, and
senescent individuals aged over seven (Coulson et al. 2008). A
detailed description of data collection protocols is provided
elsewhere(Clutton-Brock&Pemberton2004).
Individual body mass, survival, fertility and offspring mass data
were used to identify functions required for parameterization of
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binomial error structure to annual individual survival, reproduction,
and,forthoseindividuals thatbred,whether one ortwo recruitswere
produced. We deﬁned reproduction as whether an individual bred
and produced offspring between t and t + 1 that survived to enter
the population in the August after birth (t + 1) (Coulson et al.
2001). The litter size (twinning) function described the number of
recruits each female produced (1 or 2). Growth rate functions were
estimated by using multiple linear regression models of mass in year
t + 1. Reproductive allocation functions were estimated through
multiple linear regression of the mass at t + 1 of offspring produced
between t and t + 1 that recruited to the population in t +1 .T h e r e
is considerable temporal variation in demographic rates (Coulson
et al. 2001). We ﬁttedyear class asa categoricalvariableinallmodels
to correct for this variation. Obviously body mass was ﬁtted as an
independent termin all models. Weﬁttedseparatemodelsfor each of
thefourageclasses.
The resultantcharacter-survival functions S(a,t,z) are oftheform
exp (a + bZ)/(1 + exp (a + bZ)) where a and b are obtained
from logistic regressions for survival. The functions R(a,t,z)a r e
obtained by combining the reproduction and litter size (twinning)
functions, both which are of the same form as the logistic models for
survival. If we deﬁne the twinning functions as /(a,t,z)a n dt h ef e r t i l -
ity functions as F(a,t,z)t h e nR(a,t,z) ¼ F(a,t,z)(1 + /(a,t,z)). To
estimate growth kernels G(a,t,z | z¢) it is necessary to combine the
function describing mean body size at year t + 1 given body size in
year t with a function describing the variance around these associa-
tions and scaling so that all transition rates out of an age-stage class
sum to unity. The variance function is identiﬁed by regressing the
squared residuals around the mean body mass function against body
mass (Easterling et al. 2000). We found no compelling evidence for
nonlinearity in these functions so used linear regressions. We deﬁne
the intercept and slope of the linear regression of body mass in year
t + 1 against body mass in year t as al and bl and the intercept and
slope of the variance function as ar and br. If we next deﬁne
rðzÞ¼
ﬃﬃ
ð
p
ar þ brzÞand l(z) ¼ al + blz, the probability density
functiondescribingtransitionratesbetweenzandz¢is,
Gða;t;zjz0Þ¼
1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2prðzÞ
p e ðz0 lðzÞÞ
2=2rðzÞ
2
: eqn 22
The same logic is used to deﬁne the D(a,t,z | z¢) functions for
each age-class. We next deﬁne the integration limits in (1a) and
(1b) that also provide the smallest and largest values of z.T h e
smallest observed August female sheep mass was a recruiting lamb
weighing 2Æ9 kg and the largest was from a 34Æ2 kg adult. When
constructing S(t), R(t), G(t)a n dD(t) we generated 100 phenotypic
classes ranging from 0 to 37Æ5 kg as this provided a good approxi-
mation to the continuous functions (Easterling et al. 2000):
decreasing bin size further had no inﬂuence on all quantities calcu-
lated to 2 decimal places. We ensured that transition probabilities
out of class j for the kernels D(a,t)a n dG(a,t) summed to one by
dividing each element by the sum of estimated transition probabili-
ties. All statistical analyses and model construction and analysis
were conducted in (R Development Core Team 2009). Code for
constructing IPMs utilized functions provided by Ellner & Rees
(2006).
For the matrix approximation of the IPM we calculated the fol-
lowing quantities at equilibrium (we consequently drop the index t):
asymptotic population growth, k; mean character value at the popu-
lation level   Zand within each of our four age classes   ZðaÞ for a ¼
1,…,4; variance in character value at the population level r
2(Z) and
withineachofourfourageclassesr
2(Z(a))fora ¼ 1,…,4;thecontri-
butions of viability selection, fertility selection, growth among survi-
vors, reproductive allocation and the demographic weights to D   Z
and Dr
2(Z) summed over age-class (Table 3); generation length T;
heritability of body mass h
2; the selection differential between body
mass as a recruit to the population and lifetime reproductive success.
We compared these model predictions to the same quantities calcu-
lated from the individual-based data or with previous published esti-
mates(Table 3).
Intercepts and slopes of each of the statistical functions used to
parameterize the IPMs were independently perturbed by 1% and
new IPMs and matrix approximations constructed. The direction of
each perturbation was chosen so as to increase k. The perturbed
Table 3.Observedandpredictedquantities.Predictionsobtainedassumingequilibriumage-characterstructure
Quantity Observed Predicted Quantity Observed Predicted
k 1Æ05
a 1Æ03 T 4Æ09
b 5Æ85
  Z 19Æ15 19Æ30 r
2(Z)2 8 Æ21 28Æ19
  Zða ¼ 1Þ 12Æ55 12Æ11 r
2(Z(a ¼ 1)) 6Æ17 7Æ07
  Zða ¼ 2Þ 17Æ41 17Æ08 r
2(Z(a ¼ 2)) 5Æ92 5Æ91
  Zða ¼ 3Þ 22Æ67 22Æ70 r
2(Z(a ¼ 3)) 7Æ66 7Æ01
  Zða ¼ 4Þ 23Æ95 23Æ79 r
2(Z(a ¼ 4)) 8Æ03 6Æ75
h
2 0Æ18 0Æ20 covðzð1Þ;MLð1;tÞÞ
LRSð1;tÞ
1Æ17
c 1Æ14
P
a
pðaÞ  Sða;tÞ
wðtÞ ½   Z2ða;tÞ    Z1ða;tÞ  0Æ22
d 0Æ21
P
a
pðaÞ  Sða;tÞ
wðtÞ ½r2ðZ2ða;tÞÞ   r2ðZ1ða;tÞÞ  )0Æ41 )0Æ30
P
a
pðaÞ  Sða;tÞ
wðtÞ ½   Z4ða;tÞ    Z2ða;tÞ  1Æ08 0Æ96
P
a
pðaÞ  Sða;tÞ
wðtÞ ½r2ðZ4ða;tÞÞ   r2ðZ2ða;tÞÞ  )0Æ05 )0Æ04
P
a
pðaÞ   Rða;tÞ
wðtÞ ½   Z3ða;tÞ    Z1ða;tÞ  0Æ07 0Æ07
P
a
pðaÞ   Rða;tÞ
wðtÞ ½r2ðZ3ða;tÞÞ   r1ðZ2ða;tÞÞ  )0Æ05 )0Æ03
P
a
pðaÞ  Sða;tÞ
wðtÞ ½   Z5ða;tÞ    Z3ða;tÞ  )2Æ33 )2Æ41
P
a
pðaÞ   Rða;tÞ
wðtÞ ½r2ðZ5ða;tÞÞ   r1ðZ3ða;tÞÞ  )0Æ50 )0Æ44
Othertermsin(7) 1Æ25 1Æ17 othertermsin(8) 1Æ08 0Æ81
aArithmeticmeanof
Nðtþ1Þ
NðtÞ .
bCalculatedfromtheSoaysheeplifetable.
cCalculatedfromindividual-baseddata.
dAllobservedvaluesin(7)and(8)calculatedfromindividual-baseddata(Coulson&Tuljapurkar2008;S.Tuljapurkar&T.Coulson,
unpublished).
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the equilibrium values listed above. Because the S(a,t,z) and R(a,t,z)
functions were on the logistic scale we rescaled perturbations to the
samescaleastheG(a,t,z | z¢)an dD(a,t,z | z¢)functions.
Results
Associations between body mass and: (i) survival; (ii) fer-
tility; (iii) next year’s body mass among survivors; and
(iv) offspring body masses when they recruit to the popu-
lation are displayed in Fig. 1. We do not display the
body mass-twinning functions or the functions describing
variances around (iii) and (iv). Parameter values for all
functions are in the online appendix. Our focus in the
results that follow is on the ecological and evolutionary
descriptors of the population at equilibrium. We start by
comparing model predictions with observations, then
describe how equilibrium predictions change as model
parameters are altered.
In general, predictions of the quantities we estimated
from the matrix approximation of the IPM corresponded
well with observation (Table 3). The largest mismatch is
between observed and predicted generation time. This
mismatch occurs because empirical estimates of genera-
tion time are affected by environmental variation (see
appendix 1 in Clutton-Brock & Pemberton 2004) that
contributes to cause periodic crashes in the sheep popula-
tion when up to 70% of the population dies (Coulson
et al. 2001). Our deterministic and density-independent
model does not capture this variation. Our model cap-
tured age-speciﬁc mean body mass very well, but over-
estimated the standard deviation of body mass in all age-
classes (Fig. 2). This mismatches arises because our nor-
mal distribution describing the variance function around
G(a,t,z | z¢)eqn (22) does not exactly capture the observed
transition rates. As our goal here is to illustrate the
methods and their uses, not accurate prediction, we con-
tinue analysis of this model despite the mismatch in the
variances.
Our estimate of the character heritability was consistent
with published estimates obtained through use of the animal
model (Table 3). We did not correct for common environ-
ment (includingmaternal)effects inouranalysesbutdescribe
howsuchcorrectioncouldbeconductedinthediscussion.
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Fig. 1. Shapes of the statistical functions between body mass and survival, fertility, mean growth rates and mean reproductive allocation within
each of the four age-classes used to parameterize the integral projection model. Twinning rate functions and body-mass variance functions (see
text) are not displayed. Points represent raw data; lines represent predictions from regressions including year class to correct for temporal varia-
tion.Inthebottomeightplotsthefunctiony ¼ xisalsoplotted.
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We now turn to the effect of perturbations on the popu-
lation at equilibrium. In Fig. 3 we show how perturba-
tions impact six quantities: the population growth rate,
the mean and variance of the character number density
distribution, the biometric estimate of the character heri-
tability, the generation length and the total strength of
viability selection across the life cycle. In Fig. 4 we focus
on joint change in four quantities: population growth,
the mean of the character, the character heritability and
the strength of viability selection. Below we focus on key
ﬁndings relevant to the issues we raise in the discussion;
descriptions of how speciﬁc results arise can be found in
the online appendix.
Population growth k (also mean ﬁtness in deterministic
environments), unsurprisingly, increased with increasing sur-
vival and fertility rates, with increasing growth rates that
move individuals more quickly into the fertile ages, and with
increase in mean offspring size. Generation time (which we
compute via growth rate r and net reproductive rate R0)
responded differently: it was not sensitive to early survival,
decreases when early fertility increased, and increased with
senescent fertility and survival; these changes can be under-
stood in terms of the offsetting increases in r and R0. The
changeswefoundinthe mean character valueandthe overall
strength of viability selection are consequences of the chang-
ing age-stage structure of the population. When early sur-
vival rates increase or growth rates increase, the population
structure shifts to include a higher proportion of larger
older individuals; increasing early fertility has the opposite
effect. A similar, but smaller, effect was observed through
perturbing parameters in the mean function in the reproduc-
tive allocation kernels D(a,t,z | z¢). For both types of kernel,
increasing parameters generates larger individuals that
increases survival and fertility rates and consequently
changesbothpopulationgrowthandage-stagestructure.
Estimates of heritability were also inﬂuenced by the
same functions as was population growth, although the
direction of change was often different. To understand
these effects note that the covariance between parent and
offspring can change with age (along with the kernel D).
Thus the covariance will be age-speciﬁc, and the overall
heritability that we estimate is an average of age-speciﬁc
covariances. Increased survival rates imply that an indi-
vidual’s total reproductive output is more dispersed with
respect to its age, and as the slope of the mean growth
rate functions tend to unity the total reproductive output
becomes dispersed over a wide range of sizes. The result
is to lower the overall parent-offspring covariance and
reduce heritability. Increasing early fertility, on the other
hand, tends to reduce the age-dispersion of lifetime repro-
duction, and thus increases heritability. It is noteworthy
that the parent-offspring covariance and heritability are
most sensitive to perturbations of the growth rates of
parents between birth and ages at reproduction (Fig. 3).
Growth rates in the sheep are strongly inﬂuenced by tem-
poral environmental variation (Clutton-Brock & Pember-
ton 2004), which suggests more accurate estimates of
heritability could be obtained if environmental variation
in growth rates were corrected for in statistical analyses.
Perturbing parameters in the variance functions used to
construct the transition kernels ~ Dða;tÞ and ~ Gða;tÞ had trivi-
allysmalleffectsonallquantitieswiththeexceptionofviabil-
ity selection, where effects were just small. Perturbing these
parameters in the ~ Gða;tÞ kernel inﬂuences rates of stasis
within a character class:an increase in the intercept decreases
stasis. If individuals are likely to remain within a character
class throughout life (high stasis), this is interpreted as
persistent individual differences. Increasing the slope of the
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larger character values (i.e. there is greater stasis at some
charactervaluesthanothers).
Figure 3 demonstrates that a small perturbation to a func-
tion parameter can act to increase estimates of some quanti-
ties while simultaneously decreasing others. Patterns of
change in pairs ofquantities are notalways in the same direc-
tion when different parts of the demography are perturbed.
Figure 4 shows how a wide range of different joint outcomes
can be observed depending on which functions, and parame-
ters within functions, are altered. Nearly all types of joint
dynamic are possible: in nearly all cases an increase in one
quantity can go hand-in-hand with either a decrease or an
increase in another quantity. This suggests that environmen-
tal change can theoretically generate a very wide range of
eco-evolutionarydynamics.
Discussion
Inthispaperweﬁrstdemonstratehowmanykeyquantitative
genetic quantities including biometric heritability, selection
differentials and terms in the age-structured Price equation
can be calculated from age-stage-structured models. Age-
stage-structured models are a powerful tool already widely
used in life history theory and population ecology. Demon-
strating how they can be used to calculate quantitative
genetic quantities allows life history and quantitative charac-
terevolutionandpopulationdynamicstobeexaminedwithin
the same formal framework. Application of this framework
to Soay sheep demonstrates the ease with which models can
be constructed and analysed. As well as providing speciﬁc
insight to the Soay sheep system, our approach reveals
that change to any one aspect of the character-demography
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characteristics of the population. Perturbation of different
character-demography functions can generate a wide range
ofeco-evolutionarydynamics.
HERITABILITY ESTIMATES
The heritability we calculate is based on the phenotypic
covariance between parents and their offspring. We calculate
the parent-offspring phenotypic correlation by following the
fate of each stage-class within a cohort of new recruits to the
population, recording the number density distribution of
offspring trait values produced by this cohort at each age.
The ~ Gða;tÞ operator describes mixing: how individual stage
classes at age a at time t can contribute density to multiple
stageclassesatage a + 1 attime t + 1.The ~ Dða;tÞ operator
describes another kind of mixing: how individual stage
classes among age a mothers contribute density to multiple
stageclassesamongage1offspringattimet +1 .
The speed at which mixing happens within the IPM inﬂu-
ences the estimates of the heritability of the character. The
degree of mixing is determined by both the slope and varia-
tion around the ontogenetic and reproductive allocation ker-
nels (Fig. 1). The closer the mean slope of these kernels is to
zero and the greaterthevariancearoundthese slopes,the fas-
ter the degree of mixing. If mixing is very rapid then the heri-
tabilitywill besmall.This occurs because any character value
for a cohortproduces a similar numberofoffspring acrossall
possible offspring character values. If mixing occurs slowly
thentheestimateoftheheritabilitywillbehigh.Inmatrixter-
minology mixing between stages means a matrix is ergodic
and irreducible: trajectories from one stage-class to all others
are possible, even if it takes many time steps for descendants
of anindividual born into stage-classj toberepresentedinall
possiblestageclasses.
What does this mixing imply for a heritable quantitative
character?Because complex quantitative charactersare inﬂu-
enced by large numbers of loci and environmental variation,
agenotypeatalocuscanbepresentinindividualswithawide
range of character values. This is because, in non-haploid
systems, if large numbers of multi-allelic loci inﬂuence the
character there will be a very large number of genes that
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a population will be unique. Given that genetic background
experienced by a genotype at a locus (Schuetz et al. 2000),
epistasis (Goodnight 1988), the non-genetic developmental
environment (Parker & Begon 1986) and indirect genetic
effects (Wolf et al. 1998) all inﬂuence how a genotype at a
locus contributes to the development of quantitative charac-
ters, we expect the genotype-phenotype map to be one-to-
many rather than one-to-one. A consequence of a single
genotype potentially being expressed in multiple different
character values is that predictions of evolutionary change
using quantitative genetic parameters like the biometric heri-
tability for characters determined by large numbers of genes
are unlikely to provide predictions of evolutionary change
beyond a generation (see also Lande & Arnold 1983). The
additive genetic variance estimated from statistical methods
is likely accurate for one period only, but long-term evolu-
tionary change depends upon the genetic details, including
theeffectsofrecombination(Turelli&Barton 1994).
Our heritability estimates may not solely reﬂect additive
genetic variance of the character. We estimate heritabilities
using a form of parent-offspring regression. Our estimates of
heritability will include contributions from maternal effects,
non-additive genetic variance and other components of vari-
ance that can be corrected for using the animal model (Bul-
mer 1980). It would prove useful to be able assess how each
of these processes contribute to the quantities we calculate
within our framework. This could be achieved by comparing
results from IPMs parameterized with statistical functions
designed to correct for speciﬁc components of the variance
with those parameterized from statistical models that do not
make such corrections. If statistical approaches appropri-
ately correct for all sources of variance that can inﬂuence
mother-offspring phenotypic covariances – for example per-
manent environmenteffects andtheadditive geneticvariance
– we would expect the slope in the reproductive allocation
functions (Fig. 1) estimated from these regressions to be ﬂat.
Although we did not correct for permanent maternal effects
in our estimates of heritability it is noteworthy that our esti-
mate matched remarkably well with those obtained from
application of the animal model. This is perhaps not surpris-
ing: despite the advantages the animal model offers over par-
ent-offspring regression it is not unusual for heritability
estimates obtained using the two approaches to be of similar
magnitude(Kruuk2004;Akessonet al.2008).
MODEL PERFORMANCE ANDJOINT DYNAMICS
In general predictions from our IPM matched observed esti-
mates reasonably closely. Our statistically identiﬁed charac-
ter-demographyfunctionsdoagoodjobofcapturingtheraw
association in Fig. 1. They do not attempt to correct for pro-
cesses like density dependence and environmental drivers
that generate these patterns. If correction for a speciﬁc pro-
cess, like density-dependence, in the statistical analyses used
to parameterize an IPM results in a substantial deterioration
in the correspondence between observation and prediction
then it can be inferred that this process is inﬂuential in gener-
ating observed dynamics. Similar logic was used by Coulson
et al. (2008) to assess the contribution of density-dependence
and environmental variation to the population dynamics of
theSoaysheepsystem.
We next examined how perturbing model parameters
inﬂuenced the quantities we calculated. Perturbing any one
function parameter simultaneously inﬂuenced estimates of
all quantities we examined. This ﬁnding is consistent with
ﬁeld observations showing that populations respond in
contrasting ways to environmental change depending on
which character-demography association is altered. For
example, a decrease in body mass occurred with a con-
current decrease in population size in Bighorn sheep
(Coltman, Festa-Bianchet, Jorgenson & Strobeck 2002)
when adult body-mass survival functions were altered by
selective hunting, while a decrease in body mass with a
simultaneous increase in population size was observed in
Soay sheep when environmental change increased body
mass-survival functions and reduced body mass-growth
functions (Ozgul et al. 2009).
Our model also provides unprecedented insight into link-
agesbetweenthefundamentalparametersofpopulationbiol-
ogy. Perturbations of any part of a life cycle has downstream
effects within and across generations (Prout & McChesney
1985; Roach& Wulff 1987)with multiple ecological and evo-
lutionary consequences (Fig. 3). In order to understand the
consequences of perturbing a parameter it is necessary to
investigate how it alters the transition rates between charac-
ter stages across the entire life cycle. Our analyses demon-
stratehow complexthe consequences ofa singleperturbation
can be and support the argument that an understanding of
ecological and evolutionary dynamics requires examination
of character-demography associations across the entire life
cycle (see also Prout 1971; Caswell 2001; Tuljapurkar 1990;
Charlesworth 1994; Benton & Grant 2000; Ellner & Rees
2006).Forexample,intheSoaysheep,weﬁndthatincreasing
fertility rates early in life would lead to both a decrease in
mean size and a decrease in selection for larger size. It would
be impossible to predict this response by considering only a
single character and a single ﬁtness component, or only a
scalar measure of individual lifetime ﬁtness. Statistical
analysis of single character-demography associations is
certainly valuable, but predictions must consider all other
character-demographyassociationsinthelifecycle.
FUNDAMENTALFUNCTIONS
A distribution can be modiﬁed by removing density from it,
adding density to it, and moving density within it. In the
absence of dispersal, the four functions we describe (charac-
ter-survival, character-fertility, character-ontogenetic devel-
opment and character-reproductive allocation) are the only
biological processes that change density. All the quantities
wecalculate,andindeed allmeaningfulquantitiesthatcan be
calculated within population biology, derivefrom these func-
tions. We believe that continued development of structured
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parameters in population biology are inﬂuenced by processes
as diverse as maternal effects and persistent individuals dif-
ferences, environmental and demographic stochasticity, den-
sity and frequency dependence, genotype-by-environment
interactionsand phenotypicplasticity.
Conclusions
Our approach (and all IPMs) require the statistical analysis
of data routinely collected by ﬁeld and laboratory biologists
to parameterize character-demography associations – there
are numerous systems where sufﬁcient data exist (Jones et al.
2008). In addition to developing models for other systems,
possible extensions include: the incorporation of density-
dependence, environmental stochasticity, multivariate char-
acters, and explicit genotype-phenotype maps; developing
models for continuous time and for two sexes; examination
of how incorporation of random effects in statistical models
inﬂuence predictions; integration with adaptive dynamics
methods; and derivations of analytical sensitivities. These
extensions are achievable with approaches already developed
for IPMs and matrices (Charlesworth 1994; Tuljapurkar,
Horvitz & Pascarella 2003; Tuljapurkar & Haridas 2006;
Caswell2009;Rees&Ellner2009).
Change in a character, or population size within a popula-
tion of a single species, can have effects elsewhere within the
ecosystem through altering patterns of interspeciﬁc competi-
tion, rates of predation and causing trophic cascades (Fortin
et al. 2005). So although our focus here has been limited to a
single population, insight into multi-species systems could be
obtained through investigating: (i) when an alteration to a
character-demography association within a species has
knockoneffects;and(ii)bioticandabioticfactorsthatgener-
ate change in character-demography associations. So
although we focus on a single species, the processes we
describe are relevant for change in communities and eco-
systems. Thework wedevelophere,whichextendstheframe-
work proposed by Coulson et al. (2006) and builds from the
important insights of Easterling et al. (2000); Ellner & Rees
(2006) and Lebreton (1996), shows how demography is cen-
tral to all endeavours in population biology. To paraphrase
Metcalf & Pavard (2007), all population biologists should be
demographers.
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